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Welcome and Opening Prayer: Chairman Douglas Gray welcomed members and friends and thanked people for making 

their way through the fog and from some distance to attend.  He noted the usual purpose of AGMS and was pleased to note 

that Pilgrim Care’s meeting is guided and run by our Heavenly Father and so he invited Rector Trevor Hart to begin the 

meeting in prayer. 

 

Minutes of last year’s meeting (14/10/14) were approved.  Proposed by Bea Cowan and Seconded by David Weeks. 

 

Chairman’s remarks: This year’s focus has been on Parish Nursing and we look forward to a report from Cath Carter 

who now has assisted over 70 people and has 5 volunteers helping to whom we extend our thanks.  Douglas Gray now 

attends the North East Fife Local Community Planning Group Supporting the Elderly Population where councilors, NHS 

staff, police, and other charities have taken on board the work of Parish Nursing and are learning of all that churches do in 

the community to support the elderly.  

Long term development shows little movement in terms of Christian care homes.  Development planning is in the local 

plan and now the Tayplan, but this seems to have stalled at present. We continue to monitor deveopments. 

On a weekly basis David and Mary Weeks open their home for a regular Pilgrim Care prayer meeting.  This is much 

appreciated. 

 

Parish Nursing: Chairman welcomed Barbara MacFarlane who helped us get Parish Nursing started and invited our 

Parish Nurse, Cath Carter, to address the meeting.  Cath outlined the work of Pilgrim Care in the areas covered by St 

Andrews Churches, caring for physical and spiritual needs of people.  Cath is pleased that she is able to respond to 

people’s spiritual needs and questions by sharing her faith as well as her professional expertise; lending a listening ear to 

people facing difficult circumstances. 

On a regular basis Cath will assess, seating, handles, falls prevention, light exercise, dietary advice, referrals to places such 

as the carers centre, GPs, district, specialist nurses and local church pastoral care. 

2 Volunteers provide transport. 3 others provide home companionship visits.  New community groups for the elderly e.g. 

“Mens’ Sheds” are being supported. 

In all this, the integration of faith and health is important and often searching questions are asked and people often open up 

to discussing the big issues of life.  There are currently 45 people with whom Cath and volunteers make regular contact. 

Links with other medical professionals are healthy.  There is scope to increase the hours if resources were available, there 

is certainly a need in the town. 

 

Guest Speaker:  Chairman introduced Maureen O’Neill, Director of Faith in Older People (FIOP).  FIOP has had a long 

and happy relationship with Pilgrim Care.   Faith communities are very important contributors to social services and 

planning processes in the wider community.  FIOP has brought the importance of church work among the elderly to the 

attention of Scottish Government.  It is important to have a voice for the elderly on decision making bodies. 

FIOP is small with two members of staff and does training, events, lobbying etc.  FIOP defines spirituality as ‘that which 

gives meaning to our lives’. 

FIOP is developing two important projects.   The first is in dementia friendly communities.  There is importance in the 

‘story’ behind a person who is being cared for and understanding their spiritual background is critical.  Good care 

addresses body, mind and spirit.   We can draw on our spirituality to build resilience and we should nurture and support 

that. Dementia friendly communities need thought on building design, activities (e.g. music and worship) etc. FIOP is 
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producing guidance for churches in activities and building design. We should remember that resilience does not mean 

being left on one’s own; people and community are important.  By helping older people we can help keep their spirit alive; 

we should ask people and their families what they want; we should try to maintain community and church contacts. 

Around 50% of care home residents never go out the front door.  

At this point the meeting was encouraged in small groups to risk assess a resident wanting to go out, and what solutions 

would we devise ? 

Risks might include badly designed garden, solution might be to look at steps etc and perhaps even encourage some 

gardening.   Risks might include clothing and foot wear. There is a lot has been done on dementia friendly gardens.  Some 

are internal, some have paths that always lead to somewhere safe.   Good care is managing the risks not necessarily 

eliminating them.  For further reading Maureen recommended some books that illuminate the issues further. 

 

Douglas Gray thanked Maureen for bringing so many thoughts to mind in the spiritual care of the elderly. 

 

Annual Report and Accounts were mentioned.  They had been previously approved by the board and independently 

examined.  Chairman was grateful to donors.  Our operation is running at a shortfall so while resources are healthy at 

present further funds are required. 

 

Election of Officers and Trustees: It fell to Bea Cowan and Douglas Gray to retire from the board and potentially to be 

re-elected. The meeting approved the board’s recommendation for their re-appointment.  There were two proposals for 

new board members – David Jackson and Harry Hine. The meeting approved these new directors. 

 

There being no other items of business, Rev. Trevor Hart closed the meeting in prayer and the saying of ‘The Grace’. 
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